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SOLAR RADIATION AND FOREST FUEL MOISTUREI
By GEORG. M. BYRAM, tJuociah met«Jrologiat, AND GEORGE M. JBMISON, aenior
ailflicuUurUt, Appalachian For"t Ezperiment Station, Forut Service, Unit.ed
Statta Deportment oj Agriculture

INTRODUCTION

A major oontributioft to progress in forest fire prevention and control
during the past 10 years has been the development and widespread
application of metho<ts of rati~ forest fire danger.! Fire danger rating
~8tem8 are now in use in all the forest regions of the United States.
They have been described by Gisbome (8, 9),8 Brown and Davis (I),
Curry et a1. (4), Matthews (IS), Jemison: and others. Under each
of these systems the major factors affecting fire danger are measured
and the measurements are integrated by means of charts, tables, or
some mecha.nical device into ratings, on a numerical scale, which are
free from the serious errors common in estimates of fire danger based on
personal judgment alone. The nwnerical ratings are usually defined
In tenns of probable fire behavior or of manpower required for suppression. They serve as a guide to efficient distributIon of fire-control
funds and personnel.
All these fire-danger rating systems include measurement of wind
velocity and of fuel moisture content. Wind velocity,
extremely
important factor whenever fuels are dty enough to bum, is usualJy
measured with standard instruments. Fuel moisture content is more
difficult to determinel because of the complex nature of fuels. lightweight materials SUCh 88 fallen leaves, needles, and twigs and dead
grass respond readily 00 ehaJij{cs in atmospheric conditions. The CODdition of this litter 5 is detemllned indirectly from measurements of air
temperature and humidity or, more commonly, is determined directly
by means of calibrated "wood sticks," the moisture content of whieh
changes in harmony with that of natUral fuels similarly exposed. The
moisture content of haa'!)' fuels, such as large branehes, logs of a11sizes,
snags, and deep, buried 18yers of duff, ehanges slowly, and its measurement re~uires different teChniques. In some regions it goes throUl{h a
seasonal cycle, so that calendar date is a good index of cumulative drying. Elsewhere, elapsed time since rains of different amounts serves
as an index. The seasonal cycle difi'ers between north- and south..
facing slopes and between steep and gentle slopes, according to the
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position of the sun, hence, the effectiveness of radiation.

Another

lDlportant element in fuel moisture conditions is stage of development
of fOrP.st vegetation-the living fuel. This is ordinarily gaged by
calendar date, ocular estimate, or actual measurement in the laboratory.
Determination of the best methods for

measur~

the moisture con-

tent of all types of fuels requires a knowledge of the interplay of CODtrolling factors. For example, standards of how, where: and when to
measure litter moisture and heavy fuel moisture cannot be established
unJess the controls of rates of drying and moisture equilibria are understood.' The weight that each fire-danger element should carry in the
final rating, also, can be determined accurately only when the interactions of all controlling factors are known. The significance 01
season, elapsed time since rain, and similar indirect inaicM of fuel
moisture depends on how the C9mplex fuels of a given region react to
the combined effect of the atmospheric factors. Furthermore, knowledge of the interaction of controls is needed in a~~lying the ratings. In
order to utilize efficiently the manpower available for fire suppression,
a dispatcher needs to know how to adjust the rating available for his
locali9 to allow for variations in temperature, humidity, and radiation
brou¥ht about by variations in cover or topography in other parts of
his district not served by a danger station. A fire bo88 on the lire line
needs to be able to adapt danger ratings based on measurements taken
elsewhere to fuel and weather conditions for areas in the path of the fire.
Although considerable efFort has been made in the past to isolate
the influence of each weather element, very little has been done to
determine the effect of solar radiation on rates of ~ing of fuels and
on the moisture ~uilibri8. of these fuels. The in1luence of shade on
fuel and micro-climate has been discussed frequently. Stickel (16)
obtained data confirming the importance of 8. tim~r canoP1 in maintaining high fuel moistures. He also found that in the mIXed-hardwood-softwood forest region of the west-central Adirondacks, evaporation, hours since rainfall, dull' temperature, air temperature, depression of the dew point, and relative humidity are most closely 8S8()-o
ciated with litter moisture, in the order given. Mitchell (14.) rated
the general influence of individual weather elements on fuel moist~
in the Lake States and showed how forest cover modifies atmospheric
factors and hence fuel moisture. Jemison (11) found that absolute
atmospheric moisture alone explained about as much of the variation m litter moisture content as did 15 weather factors combined.
Thework of these and other investigators brought out only indirectevidence, however, of the importance of solar radiation as a control of
fuel moisture.
Gast and Stickel (6) were probably the first to investigate ~cifically
the e1fect of sunlight on the rate of drying of forest fuels "and consequently on fire d~. Thcr compared fuel moistures in the open
with those under the shade of bobbinet scroons and found that the
reduced radiation resulted in slower dry~ rates. From these investigations they concluded that degree of cloudiness could be used to
gage fire danger and also that the amount,of shade-producing cover
on a cut-over area is an important criterion of the relative danger
(dryness) on the area .
• Equilibrium moisture content may be deft.ned u the asymptotic value wbieb tbe actual moisture CODteat apProacbes1f &be Utter Is subjected to aldven temperature and humJdUy, for an luClolte I8Dctb 01
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Hayes (11) measured air temperature, relative humidity, wind
Jitter moisture, maximum litter temperat.ure, precipitation, and
moisture on north. a,nd south slopes at each of t.bree elevations in
northern Idaho, and made a comparison of conditions as regards the
first six of these elements on north slopes with those on south slopes.
Ilis results showed significant differen(~es between the two aspoots for
all six elements except precipitation. He pointed out the importance
of iusolation as a control of fuel moisture, as indicated by measurements of maximum litter temperature. On south slopes, he found
minimum litter moisture 80metunes varied less than ± 1 percent (rom
one clear day to the next, although mL'tinlum air temperature might
range from 70° to 95° F.f and minimum relative humidity from 30 to
15 percent. Hayes found that beds of pine dull on south slopes had a
minimum moisture content, for a median day in August, about 2 percent lower than that of comparable beds on north slopes. His data
indicate appreciable differences in fire behavior indices on north and
south slopes.
The im~rtance of solar radiation as controlling fuel moisture was
mentioned by Byram (8). Radiation caused sticks exposed in calm
air to dry rapidly. On wood sticb exposed to full sunlight, the dging action of wind was more than offset by its cool~ action. GISborne (7) found that sticks lying on litter were drier than those
supported 10 inches above the litter surface, where circulation of air
W88 gr:eater..
· 0 f t h e !_a
·
uwuence 0f 801ar r ad"'
latlon on t h e mOISture
An mvestIgatlon
equilibria. and rates of drying of forest fuels was b~n by the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station in 1938, at the Bent creek Experimental Forest, on the ~ab National Forest, near Asheville, N. C.
The investigation has included study of the effectiveness of radiation
as tl control of fuel moisture d~ different hours of the day _and
seasons of the year, on slopes of vaned steepness and aspect. Tlleo...
retical relations between solar radiation and fuel moisture equilibria
have been established and have been checked by field and laboratory
experiments.
Under natural conditions, of course, fuel moisture is seldom in a state
of equilibrium, but is usually increasing or deereasillg. However,
fuels wit.h large exposed 8 urfaces , such as hardwood leaf litter, approach the equilibrium moisture content after rain rather quickly.
The rate of loss of moisture from forest litter in the southern Appalachian re.gion on sunny days is so rapid that this layer of fuels may be
considered as being in the equilibrIum state most of the time.
The following technical discussion is intended to ena.ble tiro specialists to understand better the importance of radiation as a control
of fuel moisture, and indicates work yet to be done on the problem.
Suggestions are offered for usc of the data, which may lead to refinements in some fire-control practices.

son

EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND METHODS

In order to supply necessary constants in ~uations derived in this
study, as well as to establish the effect of radiation on fuel moisture
under a variety of topographic and atmospheric conditions, an
U artificial
sun" was constructed. This apparatus is actuaJly 8
weather synt.hesizer, simulating variations of sunshine and wind,
and making it possible to obtain quickly the effect of radiation as
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modifird hy topogl'uph)' on fud IIloisture equilihria, It l'Nult'I'S
unm'('('ssllI'Y the irnprndicul IIltt'I'native of nwnsuring diJ'('(~t 1,Y in the
fll,ld till! l't'SpOIl!~{' of fud III 0 ist m't.' to 1lt1llWl'OUS comhinations of
w('ntlwr elt~llll'nts nn Sl'\'cl'Ill kinds of slop(' throughout. It yl'8l',
Two sneh Ill'tifiein 1 slIns ttl'., shown i II fi~lll'e 1. TIll' walls of the
nrtificial SUll ('n('los(' l\ rl'(~tnngulllr VOIUIl\(, divid('cl by n horizontal glnss
piutl' into UpPt'I' and low('r ('Ompllrtnlt'nts, TIlt' lowt'r Ilnd shllllow('r
eompnrtllH.'nt, OP"11 at hot h I'ml8 and at 01(' bottum, St'rvt.'s 8S 11 willtl
tunm')' At t he top of t he 11l1'~"I' eompul'tuwnt, t w('lV'(' 150-watt
tuu~8h'1l hulbs '11'(' phl('('tI on the 1)(>l'ill1l't(>1' of u ('ir'd., to pfovide
J'luliutinll, It hns h('('11 shown matlwll1ntieully that n cir('ullll' source
of li,:rht. Of futliation gins uniform dist.r'ibution of ('JH'logy on n surfuee
plll'llll..l to t.hl' plum, of thl' SOlll'('t' and situut('(l nt, n distllll('(~ from thllt.
plant' (·qual to tIll' rucliu~ of till' cirdl', As tllt~ l'Uclills in this cuse was

Flnt:RJ!: I.-Two artificiall!llll"', or wcather ...ynthcto:i,lcrt!,

9 illche~, tIll' bulbs Wl're so pltlet'd that tlwy W(,I'C Sl'partlh'd by a SPUl'C
of 9 illdlf'S from t he' It'uf lit tl'r 01' othE'l' fud t('stt'd, Tho wbole interim' of till' nppurntus was painted whit(~, with the ('('suit tlmL l'lwrgy
was unifofmly distributed 011 the fuel CVl'n when only two or Lhl'eo
bulbs Wt'I'(' hurning, The uniformity of radiation nt the fUl'1 surface
was wrifi(>d hy ('nfl,ful checks wit h a photronic ('t,n, Thl' appll.fatu~
WtlS ))18('('d diret'tly OV('r Uu~ nut ul'nl liUt'l' in t.lll' fOI,.. st or ()V('I' fuel
sall1pl{'s in thc Jllhorntory, J%.·d ri(\ funs Wel'(' us<,d to dfow air throu,:rh
the wiuti t"I1I1<'1 und ovcr tIl(' fupl. ""ind vplocity was vlu'il'd by
lldjustillg t.llt' numh,,]' of f01HO\ in op('ration or tlw opl'nings ill the hux:
imm~diatc.·ly ht'hind th('lll. Int(,llsity of l'udiution wus varied by
~lIJ'llIllg,on or off SOIlll' of til(' hulbs; thl't'l' or four bulhs, eYl.'llly ~pac(>d
III Hw en'dt', W(,I'(' turned on or off nt a t.imE',
U sutlll~· two of the urHfil'ial-sull dcvicl'S W(~l'e opt'rated simultalleollsly, so that l'l'suJts ('ould b(· c1l<'ck('d, or one of the t.hr('f' facton;
Willd, radiation, und pl'l'cipitution (simulated) could h(~ varied whilo
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all other factors were held constant. Wet- and dry-bulb temperatures were t,aken outside the apparatus, 6 to 8 inches above the ground,
with a hand-aspirated psycliromf:\wr. Within the artificial sun,
surface fuel tempe-rature was measured by. means or a recording
thermomcwr, the ~inch cylindrical bulb of which was placed on the
litter and covered with a single thickness of oak leaves. Le.af samples
were periodically collected, weighed, and oven-dried, and the moisture
content computed on the basis of oven-dry weight. Tests varied in
lcn~th from 2 hours t.o 2 days, according to the time required for the
mOlSture content of the fuels to reach equilibrium.
Intensity of radiation was measured with the ice calorimeter (~.
2), a device composed of two identical icc-containing units, each unIt
consisting of a thin-walled copper cup blackened inside and heavily
insulated. Eacb insulated lid has a 2-inch hole at its center. One
hole is uncovered, to admit radiation; an insulated shade excludes

SHADE

r?«~

INSULATION

FlOORS

2.-Icc calorimeters used to measure intensity of radiation.

radiation from the other unit. Both units are exposed to the light
source in the enclosed chamber of the artifieial-sun apparatus. In
use, each cup is two.thirds filled with ice. The difference in the
number of grams of water draining from the two in a given "time
interval, mUltiplied by the heat of fusion of ice, gives the total radiant
energy in calories admitted by the opening in the calorimeter lid
during this interval. This energy, expressed in calories per square
centimeter per minute, closely ap'proximates the energy of solar
radiation. Ten of the 150-watt bulbs gave 1.53 calories per square
centimeter per minute, equivalent to very bright sunlight.
INTENSITY OF SOLAR RADIATION

The intensity of sunlight, varying with time of day, time of ye8J,
slope, aspect, latitude, and haziness of the atrnosphere, can conveniently be expressed as a fraction of the theoretical maximum intensity
or that received by a horizontal plane at the top of the atmosphere
when the SUD is at the zenith.
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INTENSITY AS DETERMINED BY POSITION OF SUN, ASPECT, AND SLOPE

If atmospheric absorption is ignored, the intensity of solar radiation
on a horizontal surface can be computed from the geometric position
of the sun with respect to the surface. The sky may be regarded as a
hemisphere, the lower boundary of which is the plane of the horizon .
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S-SOLAR DECLINATION
Z-AZIMUTH OF SUN
<P-LAT1TUDE
h-HOUR ANGLE
A-ANGULAR ALTITUDE OF SUN
FIGURE

S.-Diagram of celestial hemisphere.

The daily paths of the sun are arcs on this hemisphere, 8S shown in
figure 3. The angular altitude A of the sun is given by the equation

sin A=eos 6 sin h cos .+sin ." sin &
(1)
where & is the solar declination, h the hour angle 7 (measured from
6 a. m.), and,; the latitude. The azimuth Z of the sun's position is
given .by the equation
cos Z

C08&

cos h

cos A

(2)

Figure 4 shows diagrammatically the conditions that exist when
sunJ.ight falls on a plane (mountain slope) tilted at some angle a from
the horizontal and rotated clockwise through an angle fj with respect
to the east. The dire.ction of the sun is along the line BO in the vert.ical plane OEB, and the lines BD and BE arc the intersections of this
plane with the tilted plane DHG and the horizontal plane EFG,
f 10 the standard equations given in alOlar epbemeris or In most civll eD&lDeerinl handbooks or tfttllocb
as Breed aDd HOlmCD' (I), from which equations (1) and (2) ean be derived. tbe boor aD&if! is mcuund from

noon aDd the azimuth angle Is measured dodrwJae from north. Ho....ever. ill tbis study It was more oon·
'VeDient to mt!8S1ll8 the bour aBlle from 6 a. m. and tbe admuth angte ckJokwUe from east.

Solar Radiation
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I,'IOURE 4.-Diagram from which the theoretical illtclltdty of solar radiation on a

tilt.cd plane Inay be determined.

respectively. Th(' angle FOH is the asp('ct angle fJ. For II mountain
slope facing northeast, the aspect angle would be 45°; for one facing
east, 90°; north, 0°; southwest, 225°. The intensity of I1ldiation on
the plane DIlO is proportional to sin 0, which is given by t.he equation
sin O=sin (A_If)cOS a
cos If

(3)

the angle 0 is the angle b('twccn the direction of the sun BO from a
given point. 1J in this plane ano the projection of BO on tlw plane.
Angle If is the angle between the projection of BO 011 the horizontal
plane and the line DB form"d by the int.ersection of till' v('rliea) plane
and the tiIt.t·d plane; lun If is gh~en by the equation
t.an If=sin (Z-fJ) tUIl a
which, wlum comhined wit.h equation (a), gives
sin O=sin A cos a-COS A sin a (sin Z cos fJ-cos Z sin (j)

.

(4)

EFFECTIV"; RADIATION

The total amount. of solar heat actually rt·aching tlu.· earth's surface
is affected by atmospheric absorption of radiation. Accor'llillg to t.he
law of absorption uno IAmb~rt's cosine law, the ('ff('ctive radiation
received on uny slop" can be found from the ('quation
I

J =J" sin 0 p;In;i

(5)

where 1 is the incidf'ut intensity of fadilltioll Oll 11. tilt('u plame lI,t the
surface of the earth, 10 iR the intensity of mdiation at. nonnal incidencc
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on a horizontal surface at t.he top of the atmosphere, and p is the
fraction of radiation transmitted at normal incidence through the
atmosphere. The quantity 1 0 , the solar constant, equals 1.94 calories
per square centimeter per minute according to Forsythe (6). However, It is often more convenient to express I08s unity so that I can be
expressed 8S a fraction of 10 ,
The absorption factor p is not constant from place to place or from
day to day in a given locality, because it is affected by a large number
of conditions such as water vapor, smoke, and dust in the air, and by
altitude. In this study p was given an estimated value of 0.7, 8.
rea.sonable average for a thin layer of rather dense haze, which is common at elevations of 2 z000 feet in the southern Appalachian Mountains during the fall ana sJlring fire seasons. In western forest re~ons
of the United States the values of p may average somewhat hi2'her than
0.7, although it is doubtful that they can ever be much above 0.8
except at great elevations. As defined and used in equation (5), 'P is
independent of the vertical distribution of absorbing haze particles and
the angular al ti tude of the sun.
The quantity 1/101 which expreSSeB the fraction of rotal possible
radiation tha.t actuallY rf'~ches the earth's surface 88 determined from
equation (5), has been presented in figure 5 as a function of time of
day for typical combinations of slope, aspect, and season in the southem Appalachians. (The hour of maximum radiation intensity is that
when the sun's rf!Ys approach the nearest to a 90° angle with the plane
of the slope.) Curves showing fractions of maximum radiation received on 20... , 40-, and IOO-percent south, north, and east slopes are
plotted for June 21 and December 21, dates when the sun reaches its
~reatest and least angular altitudes. For the calculations represented
In detennining sin A, a latitude of 35°30' was assumed. Solar declinations we·re obtained from a solar ephemeris, northern and southern
declinations having the customary positive and negative signst
res~cti vely.
The differences in radiation on north and south slopes brought out
by figure 5 are particularly significant because direct sunlight is the
greatest factor in drying exposed forest fuels. In deciduous forMta
or on clear-cut conifer forest areas in the eastern mountain regions,
fuels are unshaded, or practically unshaded, du.rl!tg several months of
the year. The hardwood stands are leafless from November into May,
or even longer at some elevations and latitudes, and this period includes
the major part of the annual fire season. On clear-cut or severely
burned forest areas in the West, fuels are completely exposed to the
sun thro~hout the fire season. Obviously, if ground fuels are partially
shaded by a forest canopy, radiation intensity as reprNented in
figure 5 is modified.
Among the southern exposures, in summer the 2()...percent slope
receives the ~reatest radiation, because this slope forms an angle of
almost 90° WIth the sun's rays at noon. The lOO-percent slope 18 too
steep to receive maximum radiation at this hour. In winter, however,
when the sun is low, the IOO-percent slope receives more radiation
than either the 20- or the 40-pcrcent slope. Curves for other seasons
of the year would fall between those shown for June 21 and December
21.

The picture for north-facing slopes is somewhat different. At the
latitude of the southern Appalachians, where the SUD approaches the

Solar Radiation and Fore8t Fuel Moisture
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zenith on June 21, 20-percent north slopes receive almost 8S much
radiat.ion in the summer as 20-percent south slopes. On IOO-percent
Jlort.h slopes, however, the radlation at noon on that date is 0.38 of
the maximum, as compared with 0.58 on south slopes of the same
steepness. On December 21, IOO-percent north slopes a,re in complete
topographic shade, whereas l00-pcrcent south slopes receive about
0.48 of maximurn radiation at noon .
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5.-Inten8ity of radiation received at different times of day on (A)
. 80uthJ (B) north, and (C) east slopes in the southern Appalachians, on JUDe 21
and on December 21.

FIGURE

On east slopes, radiation intensity reaches its maximum before noon.
For west slopes the curves would be mirror images of those for east
slopes, the maxima occurring in the aftt-nloon.
An example 01 the calculation of I, effective radiation received on
a given surface, is presented 8S a guide to technicians who wish t.o
adapt equations (1) to (5) to other regions of the United States.
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Problem: To find radiation I, for a 20-percent east slope at 10 a.m.
on June 21 at a north latitude of 35°30'.
Given:
Hour angle h=600 (me88ured from 6 a.m.).
Latitude q,=35°30' (assumed).
Aspect ~le Ji=900 (measured from north).
Angle of slope a= 11 °19' (for an assumed 20-percent slope) ..
Solar declination &=23°30' (from solar ephemeris tables).
Solar constant 10= 1.
Absorption facoor p=0.7 (assumed),
The following computations are sufficient for detennin~ I. The
sines and cosines of A and Z are found from equations (1) and (2)
respectively. Sin, is computed by means of eguation 4: from the sines
and cosines of A, Z, a, and fJ. The radiation I is then computed from
equation (5). The details of these steps are as follows:
Sin A=cos 23oaO' sin 60° cos 35oaO' +8in 35°30' sin 23°30'
=.878, and cos ..4=.478.
cos 23°30' cos 60°
Cos Z=
-.478
=.958, and sin Z=.287.
Sin 8= .878 cos 11 °J9' -.478 sin 11 °19' (.287 cos 90°- .958 sin 90°}
=.951.

•
1 =.951 {.7).l7I

=0.63 of maximum possible radiation.
The value 0.63 thus derived checks with that plotted in fiJUre 5,
for the conditions assumed. To obtain the value I in calones per
square centimeter }!ef minute, 0.63 would be multiplied by the solar
constant given by Forsythe, 1.94.
SOLAR RADIATION AND EQUILIBRIUM

~L

MOISTURE

To determine the quantitative relation between solar radiation and
fuel moisture it was necessary to analyze the relations between temperatures and humidities of the fuel bed and the independent variablcs t
air temperature, air humidity, wind, and insolation.
B.ELA.TIONS OF RADIATION AND WIND TO TEMPERATURE DIFFERENCE OF FUEL
AND AIR

If d~, is the rate at which a fuel sample in sunlight loses heat and

d~, is the rate at which it gains heat, then the temperature of the fuel
sample remains stationary only if

dQ,_dQ,

(Jj"-([f

(6)

A("..("~rding to Newton's law of cooling, the rate of loss of heat from
an object is directly proportional to the temperature difference existing
between the object. and its surroundings, a.no includes rates of loss due
to free convection, conduction, and radiation. If the temperature
difference is not very great, the radiation loss is small compared with
the loss due to convection and conduction. This law can be generalized

Au,. )5, 1943
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to give the rate of loss duo to forced convection when the object is
ventilated by an appreciable wind. If it is assumed that I'ate of loss
of heat froln forest fuels is directly proportional to wind velocity, it is
possible to write the equation

d~,= (aV'+b) (T1 -

T.)

(7)

where l' is wind ve]ocity, T, is Cucl temperature, T. is air temperature,
and (J, and b are constants. The vahlM of the r.onstants a and b
depend to a considerable extent on the nature of the fuel bed and the
manner in which T, is measured. In this study, for example, the
value for T" the temperature of the air in the spaces under the topmost individual leaves, is considerably less than would be shown by &
thermocouple with the junction cemented to the upper surface of a
leaf. In addition, considerable heat is lost by conduction through the
fuel bed into the ground. Radiation losses from forest fuels are small.
If I is the intensity of radiation in calories per square centimeter
. per minute as measured in the artificial-eun apparatus, and if this is
the only source of heat, then from equations (6) and (7)

~=~=I=(aV+b)(T,-T.)

(8)

from which
(9)

The relation between Tr T. and I for different wind velocities as
established experimentally with the artificial-sun apparatus, is shown
in figure 6 in which measured valUe8 of TrT. are plotted against
T

1Ot----+-

• Oir----+----+--~~-

e .

_40
..:

:..

..

I 1O,t-----+-

.:.ot----+---+--to"-+----t---t-:::.~_+-"."'::"ii utI:::JJIIII"""I~-+----I

o~~~~--~--~r---~--~~~--~.~--~--~n---~
I. GAU.'II PI_ GIll- PER MaNUrE

6.-Relation of radiation intensit.y 1 and wind velocity V to difference
between fuel temperature and air temperature T,- T.t as established experimentally with the artificial-suD apparatus.
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0
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0
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37
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Sf
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""

I

'
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T,
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100
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Sf
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T,T. to radiation
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JOO
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OF.

18
11
tiO
52
36
13

51
28
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63
32
17

measured values of I. The ranges in air temperature, fuel temperature, wind, and radiation under which observations were made are
as follows: Air temperature, 74° to 90° F.; fuel temperature, 83° to
146° F.; wind, 0 to 5.9 miles per hour; radiation intensity, 0.39 to 1.76
calories per square centimeter per minute. Data forming the basis
for figure 6 are given in table 1. Comput~ the constants a and b by
the method of least squares gives for equatIon (9), when TrT. is in
degrees Fahrenheit,
I
T,-T. 0.015 V+O.026
(10)
which adequately fits the experimental data. When a and b are determined directly from the data, it is not necessary to know the total
emissivity or absorption factor of the fuel bed. It should be emphasized that, in fuel types in which loss of heat to the soil underl~ the
litter and loss to the air proceed at faster or slower rates than in the
beds of hardwood leaf litter used in this investigation, other values for
the constants a and b would be obtained.
RELATIONS OF RADIATION, HUMIDITY, AND WIND TO PUEL MOISTURE

The relation of radiation and relative humidity to fuel moisture
can most easily be determined by means of the vapor pressure function. If the range of temperature is not too great, the saturated
vapor pressure p. in a given 8~ace at a temperature T is related to T
approximately by the empirical equation
P,=KeeT
(11)
where p. is in millimeters of mercury: T is in degrees Fahrenheit, e is
the base of natural logarithms, and K and c are constants. Table 2
shows the saturated vapor pressure of water for temperatures from
32 0 to 122° F. and corresponding values of Ket'l', when K and c have
values of 1.77 and 0.033, respectfully. That these assumed values
provide a close approximation of p. is seen by comparing the sooond
and third columns in the table; the values agree closely.except at
high temperatures. The values of K and c in equation (11) could
be altered slightly throughout the temperatme range of, say, 60 0

Alii. l~. lfH3
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to 150 0 , which would be more suita.ble for use in 8ummer,-'when fuel
and air tenlperatures are high. This adjustment is unnecessary,
however, because through a temperature range of 100 0 equilibrium
fuel moisture values arc changed only to the extent of about onethird of 1 percent by errors in the constant c. The constant K does
not enter Into determinations of fuel moisture equilibria.
TABLE

2.-Saturaled fJOpor pre••ure oj water Jor temperature, 8B o to lleo F. and
corrt,pondift(l Mlue. oj Ked' wheR K = 1.77 and c= O~08lJ
Saturated
vapor

~

ofwaw

----------- ----·-1---32... ___ .: ...,___ ._ .. ___ ... M•. '1.~ M •. o~, 86. __ •... _... ___ .......".,. Mm';flfl M•. 1o~
---·--------I----l--,---~

4L .. ___ . ___ . ___ ... __ .. __ ..
50 ••. _........ _... _.. ,_..
••..•... _••...• ___ .•. _..•
ell. .. _.•..•••..•.•.• __ • __ •
TI" • ____
0

•• """" ___ •

8.M
g.21
12.78
17.M
23.7t

__ • • ___

6.86
9.22
12. to
16.80

22..7

OIL .• ___ ._._...
____ . .
IOt .... _ "....... . .
113._._. __ ......
122 ••. ~. ......

42.18
15.32
71.88
92..51

to.•
64. 7ft

'13.10

•. 18

The V8~r pressure P existing when the space is not saturated is
related to p. by the equation

P=HP,
(12)
where H is the relative humidity, Hence, if p. is the pressure of
the water vapor in a given space at air temperature To and relative
humidity H.,

P.=H.,K""'I'·

(13)

and if PI, TI , and HI refer to the same properties in a space immediately adjacent to the fuel particles,

PI =H,KjlM3r,

(14)

But when fuel moisture is in equilibrium, p. and PI are equal, hence
(13) and (14) can be combined, which gives

Jl!-e-UIII

(2',2'.J

(15)

~=t-l/(o."V+oMJ

(16)

Substituting (10) in (15) gives

Solutions for

Jl

can be found from Ille nomographic chart figure 7.

If any given values of V and I are connected with a straight edgc t
solutions for Ille ratio

H:

are given by Ille intersection of Ille straight

edge with the line representing
from the ratio if H. is knoWD•
.... u a

jf..

The value of H, can be found
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FIGUaE 7.--Nomographic chart for 8ol.ving the equation

f¥.=e-I/(Il...

V+U.1

The ~uilibrium moisture content of forest fuels (and cellulose
lnAterials in general) is determined chiefly by relative humidity,
although temperature has considerable inBuence. From fi~re 8,
which applies to any finely divided fuel,· equilibrium fuel moisture
content can be found if fuel temferature T, and fuel humidity H, are
known. With no 8unli~ht, or i the fuel is completely shaded, fuel
temperature and humidity are approximately the same as air temper~ture and humidity. Under either of those conditions, figure 8, may
be used to find equilibrium fuel moisture hy considering that T,= To

and that H,=H•.
It is pOssible to determine fuel moisture equilibria Cor any given
combination of air temperature, relative humidity, wind, and radiation
by computing the effective temperature T, and effective humidity HI
and applying these to figure 8. For example, what is the fuel moisture
equilibrium when air temp('xature is 80°F., atmospheric relative
humidity is 30 percent, wind v~19cjty is 0, and radiatIon intensity is
I Ihcept for hilb molstuJoe oontenta, &pre 8 check' closel)' with a fuel moisture .,quJUbriwa cbart (Of
SUka spruce wood given by L. P. Hawley (10, p. 8), and WU~ • aeries or simiJar reJatioos for Ieveral klDdI
lJgbt fueJ re()OJ'ted In the lol1ow1nc: DUNu.P, M. E. '!'H8 aBLATIO. or UUKU)ITY'I'O t'IIB KOl8'fUU
(Otftd1' or pourr mlB runs. U. S. Forest Berv 'f Jl'orest. Prod. Lab. 9 1)11·, iUus. 1024. (Unpnba.bed).
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FlorRE 8.-Chart for determining equilibrium fuel moisture content on the
basis of fuel humidity and fuel temperature. (Adapted from chart based OD
results of experimental work by the U. 8. Forest Products Laboratory and
published in the following: GUY, L. O. PRIlLIIUlI.ARY UPORT Oli FlU
HAZARD BATINO STUDY.

essed.]

U. S. Weather Bur.

Ban Francisco.

The broken lines have been added by extrapolation.)

1933. [Proc-

0.80 calorit?.8 per square centimeter])Or minute on a slope fully exposed
to the sun? From figure 6 the difference between litter and air temperature (Tr Til,> is found to be 29°, which means that effective or fuel
temperature is 109°. The relative-humidity ratio

:¥. is

found from

figure 7 to be approximately 0.4. Effective humidity (at fuel surface)
is then easily found; since
H
rI.=O.4 and HII =30
HI=12 percent
When 109 and 12 percent are used in figure 8 as the values for TI
and HI' respectively, equilibrium fuel moisture is seen 00 be about
2.~ percent.
Under the conditions assumed above-air t('mperature of 80° F.
and humidity of 30 percent· -but with radiation intensity of 0, equilibrium fuel moisture os determined from figure 8 would be 6 percent.
Thus, under these air conditions, where fuel in the sunlight would
have an equilibrjum moisture content of 2.5 percent, fuel in shade
would have one of 6 percent.
Close agreement between equilibrium fuel moisturcs experimentally
deternlined and those computed from figures 7 and 8 is mdir,ated by
t,he data presented in table 3. The experimental values are from 0
0
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T AB1.E 3.-CQmpariaon oj erperimmlaUy and tMortCically tUurmin.ed Juel moisture
equilibria JOT differtnt combi1UJliona oj radiation, wind, unaperolure. aM

humidity
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to 1.8 percent higher than those computed from the p:aphs j the ave~e
departure is 0.8 percent. Undoubtedly, this diBerence was due
partly to a slight lag in rate of drying but mostly to hysteresis.
EFFECT OP WIND ON MOISTURE EQUILIBRIA OF IRRADIATED FUELS

From equation (16) one would be inclined to deduce that fuels
exposed to both radiation and wind have higher equilibrium moisture
contents than fuels e:qK)Sed to radiation in still air. Although contraJ"! to the usual ideas of dryi!Jg phenomena, this deduction is
conclusively bome out by the fuel moisture curves in figures 9, 10,
and 11, and by the data presented in table 3. Figure 9, based on data
for thin b888wood slats immersed in water and then exposed in
artifieial-sun apparatus, shows that the slats had. higher ~Uilibrium
moisture contents in wind than in calm air. Fi~e 10 indicates a
similar contrast between slats in wind and in calm air that were started
at oven ~eB8. Figure 11 shows the rate of drying of hardwood leaf
litter having an initial moisture content of about 20 percent, a value
within the inflammable r~e. This fuel responds in a manner identical to that of the wood slats represented in figures 9 and 10.
The higher moisture eguilibna of irradiated surface fuels subjected
to wind ~e due to the bigher humidities associated with lower fuel
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temperatures. For irradiated fuels the cooling action of wind more
than offsets its drying action. Figure 10 demonstrates that a cool fuel
can absorb and hold more moisture than a hot one. (This is 8. partial
explanation for the fact that higher moistures exist on cut-over areas
bearing residual stands than on comparable clear-cut area.s.)
The general conclusion may be drawn that, in regions where forest
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9.-Drying curvee for irradiated wood slats exposed in calm air and for
others ex~d to a wind of 6.7 miles per hour. Slats were initially immersed
in water. Relative humidity during test, 55 percent; air temperature, 800 F.;
radiation, 1.76 calories per square centimeter per minute.

FIGU,RE

fuels are normally e~sed to sunlight, higher fuel moisture equilibria
are associated with clear windy weather than with clear calm weather.
The difference may be a.s great as 6 percent, depending chiefly on
levels of the atmospheric factors temperature, humidity, and wind.
It is p!&test for the range of fuel moisture below about 15 ~t.
This fulluence of wind operates only to a slight extent on steep north
slope8,wbere insolation IS low.
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SOLAR RADIATION AND RATE OF DRYING OF FOREST FUELS

As has boon stated, the moisture content of the surfaoo forest litter
in the sout.hern Appalachian region may be considered as being in the
equilibrium state most of the time. The moisture content of lower
layers of forest fuels, on the contrary, is not of~n in equilibrium with
the humidity of the air immediately above the fu(~l bed; and it has
almost 8S great an influence as that of the surface fuels in det~rmining
the inflammability of the total fuel layer. The rate at which sub=surfat~ fuels dry out after a rain is the·refore particularly imyortant.
Only after determining the principles that govern this rate 0 loss of
moisture can fire-research speci8.lists supply fire dispatchers with
~ides that will enable them to judge when fuel is approaching an
Inflammable state. A complete solution of the rate-of-drying problem would find more immediate application than one of any other
phase of fuel moisture studies.
Complete solution of the rate-of-drying problem is outside the
scope of the present investigation, but thiS rroblem deserves discussion in connection with a general analysis 0 the factors upon which
fuel moisture content depends. For the benefit of other investigators,
some of the theoretieal concepts of rate. of drying of forest fuels will
be outlined.
If q is the moisture content of a thin layer within a thick (about 2inch) bed of fuel, the rate of loss of moisture from this layer should be
given with reasonable &<'..curacy by a diJferential equation of the form

~=-fl(q)(P,-H.P.)jI(V)jI(D)

(17)

where PI is the pressure of water vapor within the fuel layer, P. the
pressure of saturated water vapor at air temperature, 114 the relative
humidity of the air at the surface of tile fuel bed, il (q) some undetermined function of fuel moisture, -'2(V) some function of wind velocity
V, and ja(D) some function of the thickness D of the fuel above the
selected thin layer.
The evaporating force is proportional to the tenn (PI - H.P,) , but
the rate of evaporation depends also OD the vapor pressure gradient
existing between tJ:ae fuel lAyer and the sp&oo immediat.(Aly above the
surface of the fuel bed. The va~or pressure gradient is determined in
part by the thickness and porosIty of the fuel above the layer under
consideration, and in part by wind velocity. The rate of evaporation
depends in some complex way on the water supply or on fl (q). The
vapor pressure PI in the fuel layer is a function of the temperature of
the fuel layer, which in turn is determined by air temperature, wind

velocity, intensity of radiation, and rate of evaporation~' If a
temperature gradient exists in the fuel bed, PI depends also on D. If
the moisture content !l is below the fibre saturation point (about 30
percent) PI is a function of q, since the water molecules in that case
become partially bonded to the molecules of wood substance and true
causes a decrease in PI_ For this reason equation (17) cannot easily
be integrated if q is less than 30 percent. For values of q above the
fibre satura·tion point, equation 17 caD be integrated as follows, pro-
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vided that the rate of loss of heat due to evaporation cooling is small
compared with the jnten..~ity of radiation:

1.

f

dq

••Jl(Q) =

or

-

.

(PI-H.P,)j2(V)Ja(D)

it
0

dt

F(qo) - F(q) = (P,- H"P,)j2(l1/s(D)t

(18)

wbere F( q) is the integral of i. (q)
To find the time required for two similar layers of fuel to lose equal
amounts of water under different intensities of radiation and wind
velocities, it is possible to write
or

F(qo)-F(q) = (PI -H.P,)j2(V)js(D)t= (P' ,-Ho P,)j2(V'}f.(D)t'

(P,-H.P,)j2(V)t= (P' ,-H.P,)j,,(V')t'

(19)

where P'1t V', and t' are fuel vapor pressure, wind velocity, and time,
respectively, for the second fuel layer. PI and PI, must be the saturated vapor pressures corresponding to the fuel temperatures, and
should be regarded as the vapor pressures existing on the surface of
individual wet leaves in the fuel layers. After substitution of the
.:-.xponential relation (equation 11) for vapor pressures and simplification, equation (19) becomes
[e4:( ftr7'.) - H a)f2(V)t= [eC(T'r T.) - H.)j2(V')t'
Substituting atf+b lor T,-T. (equation 9)

giVI.'S

[e.~~6-H.1:t(V)'=[ eG:~6-HG12(V')t'

(20)

When an assumed win~ velocity value of 2.5 miles per hour was
inserted in equation (19) &.long !lith the values of a, b, and c previously
given, the equation was simplified to
(eU4 I -H.)t= (~I' -H.)I'

(21)

Values computed from this equation for relative. time required for
thin layers of fuel near the sunace of fuel beds on north and south
slopes to lose equal amounts of moisture after a rain are presented in
table 4.'
TABLE

4.-Rtlatifle drying time I of Iwl PIear .urfau of lutl bed
8UJpe' in May aftd NOfJtmbtr

Oft

norM and amdl&

--------_ _-.-------,--------------...

May G

Novemb<1' .,

Slope (perceut)

North

---..---- --------30................ ".
.. ___ ... _••••....... ",,,..

to..... .. . ................... -.. ' . -. . .............
CIO".........." ......• "

... ___ ...........

'"

.-'"

of

2.6
2
3

,61

North

South
:I
:I

2

South
7
V

1(5

•
3.6
3.6

, Ca.lcI1lated b), ute 01 equation (21). WiDd \'e1octt)' 2.6 m. p. h. and 40 percent relative humldlC;Ja...
8IIU!Iltd. Valdel IDa)' be rep.rded u elther day. or houIa.

of=

• AoocmliDr to the ourrent resu)U
to determtDe the effect of tenwtri.1 ~tlon on fuel moisture.
on mOlt fonIt areas &be radoIofUme
rordrYtDR on DOrth 1Io~ to that reqaind on lOath sIol*J Dla7
be ClOIUdd~_ thaD lndlnted II table 4. UoCt.. lOme con4ldona. aortb tlopes m&J' IMItualII'_aaia
molKure on
dan aDd DJabte wbOe adjaceat JOUth .Iopes conttDue to Ioee ~ Bqua.
tioD (17) is sumClieatb' PDeIIl to iDolude iD ita tolutiOD the eft. . or &ermtltal radlatlOD OIl fuel moiltUJe.
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The tabular value of I, relative drying time, for a given slope and
season of year is the reciprocal of the area between two curves plotted
on the same graph, one representing hourly values of the quantity
e 0'5", the other representing values of relative humidity H. drawn as
a smooth curve from 100 percent at sunrise to 40 percent at noon to
70 percent at sunset. It was assumed that no significant drying
occurred during the night. The area between the two curves represents the integrated value of eO.M1 - H" for the dallight hours.
Experimental data obtained with the artificia -sun apparatus show
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FIG URE 12.-Drying curves for lower layers of fuel exposed to radiation, &8 measured

by thin slats buried in t.he lower layer8 of litter. (Breaks in curves indicate effect
of turning off fans and lights in artlficial-sun apparatus at night.)

that, in bright sl1Dli2ht, winds of Jow velocities (1 to 3 miles per hour
at the fuel surface) fiave no appreciable net effect on rate of drying of
subsurface fuel. This is illustrated bl;!;'ing curves for the lower fuel
presented in figure 12. The same t ' is true of basswood slats of
high moisture content t as is shown by the portion of figure 9 represent!ng moistures above the fibre saturation point. In this figure it will
be noted that when their moisture content was above 30 per~.nt, the
slats dried at almost the same rate in calm air as in a wind of 6.7 miles
per hour. A logical explanation is that although wind has a. pronounced tendency to haSten drying this is offset, when wind velocity
is low and radiation intensity is high, by its tendency to cancel tile
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influence of radiation on temperature, just as is the wind's tendency to
lower the equilibrium moisture content of surface fuels. Figure 13,
which shows the effect of wind on the rate of drying of basswood slats
in the absence of radiation, indicates that this explanation is correct,
because the fuel in wind dried faster than that in calm air.
Probably several other factors influence the form of the basic equaUon (18), and the values presented in table 4 may be only rough
approximations. For example, the moisture ~ient within a drying
fUE'1 bed is affected by the loss of moisture from all ruellayers, not just
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13.-Rates of drying of ventnated and nonventJlated wood slats in
.bsence of radiation.

one layer. However t equations (19) to (21) probably would not be
changed a.ppreciably DY variation in the moisture gradient. A vertical temperature gradient a.lso exists within a fuel bed, and Tr-T. is
smaller for lower fuel layers than for layers near the surface. For
thin basswood slats e~sed so that the air can circulate freely about
them, the rate of beat loss due to evaporation cooling is not small
compared with the intensity of radiation received; it may occasionally
be almost halt 88 ~at &8 the radiation intensity. However, evaporation cool~ is proba.bly much less in fuel beds.
The development of rate-of-drying equations for moisture contents
below the fibre saturation point is a phase of the problem that has
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received relatively little attention from technical foresters, but is one
of extreme importance.
Work on the entire rate-of-dryin~ problem is continuing at the
Appalachian Forest Experiment Station.
SIGNIFICANCE AND APPLICATION OF FINDINGS

As was rnentioned in the introduction, fire-danger ratings are used
as guides in the (lmployment and disposition of nre-control personnel.
WIlen the weather becomes dry and windy, more lookout men and
suppression crews are required-especially in the drier and windier
parts of a forest. Danger ratings help fire-control administrators w
estimate how many men they need and to distribute their forcea
advantageously. In order to increase the refinement with which
forest fue...danrer ratings are made and 1~'PlIied, one necessity is to
gain a better understanding both of the· uence of topography and
of "season of the year" on fire da~. In the United States tlie significance of seasonal changes in radiation intensity is particularly great
in northern latitudes; in hardwood forest types that are leafless during late spring, when radiation is intense; on areas of rugged topography; and on western bumoo-over areas where dead forest fuelS are
exposed to sunlight during the summer months. This paper provides
technicians in all regions with a general technique and equations for
computing moisture equilibria of surface fuels for any combination of
date, hour, slope, aspect, air temperature, air humidity, and wind
and with information on some of the basic relations governing rate 0 i
drying. This should lead to a better understanding regarding these
factors on the part of workers en~ed in perfecting fire-danger rating
systems. Eventually, by acquinng and using a knowledge of radiation effects, it should be possible to modify the several measurements
made at a skeleton network of fire-danger stations to fit all to~graph,
adjacent to the stations, thus greatly reducing the labor and cost of
danger measurements.
Rates of drying of forest fuels calculated in this study can be used
as a partial correction for ratings of fire danger at key stations, to
make them apply to areas where conditions eannet be measured~
Table 4~ compiled in connection with the theoretical development of
rate-of-arying relations, brings out di1ferenees in rate of d~ for
several aspoot-slope-eeason combinations. After a rain in early May,
it indicates, the fuel on a 60-pereent south slope in the southern Appalachi&D.8 loses as much moisture in 2 days &8 that on a correspond~
6O-percent north slope loses in 3 days. Likewise in November the
fuel on the south slope dries from a saturated condition down to an
inflammable one in 3~ days, but the fuel on the north slope does noft
reach this J?o~t until after 15 days of the same t~ of weather.
Rate-of-drying data will become especially Valuable to fire-oontrol
administrators when more is learned about variations in effect of wind
corresponding to topographic variations and about variations in tem..p Ee.rature and humidity corresponding 00 variations in elevations.
Hayes (1 J) haa worked on the latter problem in the northern Rocky
Mountains, and similar studies have been in progress for 3 years in
the southern Appalachians. Thus far, the most important variation
isolated in these studies js that of ground wind velOCIty with elevation
and aspect.
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An example will indicate to fire specialists how the findings of this
study may eventually be appliedJ at the same time indicating defi..
ciencies in present knowledge ana a direction for future work.
A small portion of the Pisgah Ranger District of the Pisgah National
Forest, in western North Carolina, has been used for t.his illustration.
For May 6 and November 6, near the peak of the spring and fan fire
seasons, a typical set of conditions has been assumed; namely, air
temperature of 70° F., relative humidity of 40 percent, no wind at the
litter surface, and the hour of 2 p. m., when the moisture content of
light fuels is likely to be close to the equilibrium point. Usually, on
those dates, a typical hardwood forest at the average elevation of the
Pisgah district, about 4,000 feet, is lea.1lcss and a maximum of sunlight
penetrates the stand and reaches the fuels of the forest floor.
To illustrate in detail the variations in fuel moisture equilibria
associated with topo~phy, due to unequal insolation, lines passing
through points of equal surface fuel moisture equilibria as determined
according to the findings of this study have been superim~sed on an
enl&!ged contour map of this area, which is roughly 2~ miles square,
for May 6 and November 6 (fig. 14). The variation brought out emphasizes the problem confronting one who must locate fire-danger
stations to sample "representative" conditions of fuel moisture.
Knowledge of this variation, howeverI should help him choose locations that meet the specifications set up. The spread in equilibrium
fuel moisture on November 6 is 5 percent, a difference particularly
significant in such a low range of fuel moisture as that represented
here. On May 6 fuel moistures are lower and there is less difference
between north- and south-facing slopes, because the sun is higher and
its rays are more effective.
Table 5, sbowing the relative portions of the area on \\"hich equilibrium surface fuel moisture content was theoretically of given classes
on the two dates, emph88izes the significance of the seasonal differences
brought out in figure 14. In the southern Appalachian system of
danger rating, Cuel moisture of less than 4 percent is classed as critical.
In May, equilibrium moisture content falls in this extreme class on
76 percent of the area used in the illustration; in November, under
exactly the same atmospheric conditions it does so on onll 9 percent.
In other words, in November it is likely that fewer fires will start and
those that start will spread more slowly and be easier to control on
much more of the area. than in May, even though all atmospheric
conditions are the same for both dates.
Basic information such 8S that used to construct figure 14 ca.n be
tabulated as in table 6 to gain an appreciation of the range in equilibri~m fuel moistures that may be expected in mountainous country
and to facilitate its use by field men.
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6.--Fuel moillure equilibria lor lampu area, b" a'peel, .lopt, and tuind
cia" tDMn air temperature i. 70° F., relatiH humidity i. 40 percen'. and hour
i. t p. m.
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Obviously, one condition that complicates the application of the
findings regarding equilibrium fuel moisture relations to a heterogeneous forest area is the variation in air temperature, air humidity,
and wind from one locality to another. Until more is known about
such differences, much of the significance of the relation of radiation
to equilibrium fuel moisture must lie in the basic theory developed
rather than in everyday application by firc-control administrators.
Nevertheless, the importance of determining the variations of atmospheric factors with topography becomes more evident when the
potential differences in aetu81 rate of ~pread of fires resulting from
the extremes of fuel moisture noted in figure 14 are estimated. The
rate-of-spread figures v~ not only with atmospheric fie tors , but
also with steepness of slope, fuel type, and perhaps other factors.
On the average slope, on a calm day, and in leaf litter typical of the
southern App8J.achlans, fires burning in fuel with 4 percent moisture
would increase their perimeter about 4 or 5 chains per hour faster
than fire burning in fuel with 8 percent moisture. All other things
being ~ual, a dispatcher recognizIng such a difference in fuel moisture
would have to send two or three more men to a fire in the drier fuels
t.han to a similar fire in the more moist fuels, if control were to bo
accomplished ill tbe a.verage length of time.
It must be emphasized that several other considerations influence
manpower requirements for fire control to 8. much greater extent than
4- ar 5-perccnt dUferences in fuel moisture. It must be remembered
also that only ror the very light surface fuels is moisture content
frcqu~ntly nea.r equilibrium with that of their surroundings; therefore,
the data prl~8ctlted here do not apply to fuels heavier than hardwood
leaves, dead grass, and surface layers of pine needles.
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SUMMARY

Forest fire-danger rating systems, now in use in all forest regions
of the United States, are based chiefly on measurem(',nt of wind and of
fuel moisture. While many workers have investigated atmospheric
and related elements that control fuel moisture, little research has
be.en done on solar radiation and its inf)uen~..e on fuel moisture equilibria
and rates of drying. With a view to contributing to the refinement of
fire-danger ratmg systems and application of the ratings, a study of
solar radiation and fuel moisture was begun in the southern Appalachians in 1938.
A method has been developed whereby radiation intensity ~.an he
detennined for any season of year, hour of day, slope, and upect.
Examples ~ given showing the widely different radiation intensities
that are to be expected under difFerent combinations of these factors
even thougb atmospheric conditions are the 88.Dle. The relation of
solar radiation intensity to surface fuel moisture equilibria and, to a
lesser extent, its relation to rates of drying have been established on the
basis of theory and of data obtained by use of an "artificial sun"
apparatus, a specially constructed weather synthpsizer. This apparatus permits both field and laboratory observation of moisture
equilibria and rates of drying under various combinations of radiation,
Wind, and humidity.. Formulae have been developed 80 that for any
combination of air temperature, relative humidity, and wind velocity,
equilibrium moisture content of forest litter can be derived for any
season, slope, and aspect. These formulae can be used universally,
provided radiation intensities are adjusted for latitude.
The influence of wind on fuel drying is emphasized. In bright
sunlight, contrary to popular belief, wind maintains levels of fuel
moisture higher than those in calm air. The reason is that for fuels
in the sun the wind's cooling action more than offsets its drying action.
This is important in some regions where fuels are fully exposed to
sunlight during the fire season.
Fuel moisture equilibrium lJlaps are presented showin~ variations
with season, aspect, and slope that result from variations 1n radiation
intensity alone. A table is presented showing differences in drying
rates caused by differences in radiation.
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